
Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars: A Comprehensive
Guide to the Powerful Energy Weapon in
Destiny 2
Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars is an exotic fusion rifle introduced in Destiny 2:
Beyond Light. It is a highly sought-after weapon known for its unique perk
combination and sleek design. This comprehensive guide will delve into the
stats, perks, and gameplay applications of the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars,
providing valuable insights for Guardians seeking an edge in both PvE
(player versus environment) and PvP (player versus player) modes.
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Stats

Impact: 85

Range: 52

Stability: 45
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Handling: 65

Reload Speed: 45

Magazine Size: 7

Energy Type: Solar

The Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars has a relatively high Impact stat, making it
capable of dealing significant damage with each shot. Its Range stat is
average, allowing it to engage targets at medium distances effectively.
Stability and Handling are well-balanced, providing a stable firing platform
and quick weapon swaps. Reload Speed and Magazine Size are average
for fusion rifles, requiring careful shot placement and reloads to maintain
sustained damage output.

Perks

Intrinsic Perk: Fourth Time's the Charm

Precision hits increase the stability of the next burst by 30%, up to a
maximum of 120%. This perk encourages precise aiming and rewards
sustained fire, making the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars more stable and
accurate with each consecutive burst.

Catalyzed Perk: Charge Time Masterwork

Increases the charge time of the fusion rifle by 20%. This may seem
counterintuitive, but it allows the weapon to fire more shots before
stability penalties become significant. It enhances the sustained
damage potential of the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars, making it more
effective in prolonged engagements.



Gameplay Applications

PvE:

In PvE, the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars excels at taking down powerful
enemies and bosses. Its high damage output and stability make it a reliable
weapon for dealing sustained damage from mid-range. The intrinsic perk,
Fourth Time's the Charm, encourages precise targeting, rewarding players
who can land consecutive precision hits. The catalyzed perk, Charge Time
Masterwork, allows for more aggressive playstyles by increasing the
weapon's sustained damage output.

PvP:

In PvP, the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars is a formidable weapon for mid-
range engagements. Its strong stability and handling allow for quick target
acquisition and accurate bursts. The Fourth Time's the Charm perk
provides a noticeable stability boost with each precision hit, making follow-
up shots easier to land. However, the weapon's limited magazine size and
slow charge time necessitate careful positioning and strategic engagement.

Tips for Use

* **Maximize Stability:** Activating Fourth Time's the Charm by landing
precision hits is crucial for stability management. Aim for headshots to
increase your stability and accuracy. * **Control Charge Time:** The
Charge Time Masterwork increases the weapon's charge time. Adjust your
firing rhythm accordingly to avoid stability penalties and maximize damage
output. * **Conserve Ammo:** The Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars has a
limited magazine size. Practice efficient ammo management by only firing
when necessary and using your secondary weapon to conserve fusion rifle



ammo. * **Position Yourself:** Be aware of your positioning when using the
Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars. The weapon excels at mid-range combat, so
engage targets from safe distances and avoid close-range confrontations. *
**Complement with Other Weapons:** Pair the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars
with a primary weapon that covers short-range encounters, such as a
shotgun or submachine gun. This combination will provide versatility across
different combat ranges.

The Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars is a highly effective energy weapon that
combines unique perks with a sleek design. Its Fourth Time's the Charm
intrinsic perk rewards precision and stability, while the Charge Time
Masterwork perk enhances its sustained damage output. In PvE, it excels
at taking down powerful enemies and bosses, while in PvP, it is a
formidable mid-range weapon. Understanding its stats, perks, and
gameplay applications is essential for Guardians seeking to harness the full
potential of the Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars in both PvE and PvP modes of
Destiny 2.

Additional Notes

The Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars can be obtained from the Garden of
Salvation raid in Destiny 2: Beyond Light. It is a rare drop, so Guardians
may need to complete the raid multiple times to acquire it.

The Fulcrum Gun Savage Stars can also be upgraded with a catalyst that
increases its stability and handling. The catalyst is obtained by completing
the "Precision Kills with Fusion Rifles" triumph in the Triumphs menu.

Guardians who enjoy using fusion rifles and are looking for a unique and
powerful weapon should consider acquiring and mastering the Fulcrum



Gun Savage Stars. Its exceptional stability, precision-oriented perks, and
sleek design make it a formidable addition to any Guardian's arsenal.
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Made to Order Robots and the Coming
Revolution
Robots are becoming increasingly common in our lives. We see them in
factories, warehouses, and even in our homes. As technology continues
to develop, robots are becoming...
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Making Broadway Dance: Kao Kalia Yang's
Journey to Broadway
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